
LAAC: Weekly Leadership Update
August 3, 2018

Call Agenda & Discussion Questions
1. North Star Updates (Pre-Reading is below)

a. Authorization & Oversight
Any new thoughts on sourcing for a Jose replacement? 
Should we be pushing for an opportunity to review 18-19 oversight documents 
or not (therefore stripping them of some legitimacy)?

b. Facilities – Long Term Agreements
 No questions this week.

c. Facilities – Bond 
No questions this week.

2. Additional Updates (Pre-Reading is at the end of this document)
a. Superintendent of Public Instruction Advisory Group
a. BD 5 Representation

Additional potential appointees?

Pre-Reading: North Star Updates
Authorization & Oversight
North Star: Oversight of charter schools is efficient for both LAUSD and educators, centered on student  
learning, and promotes a collaborative relationship between charter schools and their authorizer.
Current 
Strategy

Updated Authorization & Oversight Policy: We had our clearest window to date to 
make this happen with Ref’s resolution, which we successfully killed at June’s 
board meeting. We decided we did not want to encourage the continuation of 
Applicable Policies Working Group, which has essentially died out. We will need to 
push for an alternative path forward in this area and are focused on leadership 
changes as a logical next step since policy is good, but there is a gap between 
policy and practice. 
Oversight Feedback & Survey: We believe that the strongest argument to the new 
superintendent to encourage him to make changes on charter issues will be to 
demonstrate the gap between the existing policy and practice: the policies are 
good, but staff is ineffective and isn’t following them. We continue to document 
the gap via the circulation of a new oversight and authorization survey and 
compiling school leader anecdotes. 
Updated Charter Renewal Criteria:  It’s become clear that CSD still does not want 
to update renewal criteria, despite feedback given by charter leaders at the Listen 
& Learn session. However, the LAAC’s meeting with Austin Beutner may have 
reopened the pathway for an administrative update to renewal criteria, and we are 
focused on continued follow-up with Hilda.
Members submitted renewal petitions the first week of August with no notable 
pushback. As we move toward public hearings, we will develop the public-facing 
elements of a collective action campaign and continue to draw attention to the 
issue with LAUSD Board members.
We are also continuing to monitor conversations around the Performance 
Framework. We understand Emilio, Cristina and Marcia will be asked to join the 
working group and will work to coordinate charter leadres with our external 
partners. Based on Jose’s recent messaging and a Board informative, it eappears 
that the Performance Framework is being used as an excuse to not tackle charter 
renewal criteria.
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Path Forward: 
 Continue follow-up from the meeting with Austin. 
 Submit petitions with CCSA criteria (done).
 Prepare for collective action campaign, including collective letter, 

messaging for Board members, and a media strategy. 
 Marcia, Emilio, Cristina join performance framework group. 

What 
Happened Last 
Week

Updated Authorization & Oversight Policy:  
We continued to source candidate profiles and specific candidates for CSD 
leadership with a focus on identifying possible candidates outside of LAUSD / LA 
charter world. We are looking closely at other high-quality authorizers, including 
DC, Indianapolis, Denver, New Orleans, and Massachusetts.
Oversight Feedback & Survey: No major updates.
Updated Charter Renewal Criteria: Schools submitted. We performed a deep-dive 
on last year’s LAUSD renewal recommendations to identify concrete examples of 
the absurd approach from CSD.

What’s 
Happening Next 
Week

Updated Authorization & Oversight Policy: We will compile a first-look at a 
candidate profile and possible candidates to share with additional LAAC members. 
Oversight Feedback & Survey: We will reach out to CSD to attempt to obtain 2018-
19 Oversight documents outlining any proposed changes. (In past years, CSD has 
given us a few days' notice to review these documents with schools, though it 
rarely results in meaningful discussion or changes with such short notice.)
Updated Charter Renewal Criteria: We will continue to refine messaging for public 
advocacy and Board members. We expect to start meeting with friendly board 
offices in the next two weeks to brief on this issue.

What’s 
Happening with 
Working Group

Possible opportunity for PWG to provide feedback on Oversight documents.

Preliminary 
Thoughts for 
Next LAAC 
Meeting

Discuss and vote on strategic priorities (“north stars”) for 18-19.
Some time should be devoted to next steps on renewal criteria advocacy (and 
perhaps the Performance Framework). 

Facilities – Long Term Agreements
North Star: Los Angeles charter school families have access to long-term, stable, District facilities that 
are equipped to support the learning needs of all students.
Current 
Strategy

Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements:   We leveraged the dismissal of our two 
facilities lawsuits to push for an accelerated conversation regarding long-term 
facilities use agreements, and have been pushing on the issue all year with LAAC 
members starting with DRL. We have shared our facilities proposal with Nick’s 
office as a starting place. Currently, we are working most closely with Nick’s office 
on next steps, and his office is also working with District staff to move the needle 
on facilities. As we continue to work with Nick to remove roadblocks (e.g., OGC) 
and consider politically viable mechanisms to implement log-term agreements, we 
continue to push for and counsel on long-term facilities use agreements, either 
through leases from Prop. 39 or an RFP process. We will continue to build public 
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pressure and awareness around facilities by organizing charter leaders to speak at 
public meetings and work with the new Superintendent and Nick Melvoin to push 
District policy toward approving long-term agreements.
Public Facilities Inventory & Database:   We learned that the board has already 
contracted with a company who is doing a District-wide facilities inventory, and will 
also be making recommendations around facilities use. The BOE passed a 
transparency-related resolution that can serve as the foundation for this work and 
we know from pre-Superintendent conversations with Austin indicate that he 
wants to move very quickly on a public inventory and database. Will work with the 
new Superintendent and Nick Melvoin to push District policy and directives 
toward inventorying and publishing District real estate and facilities-related 
information.
Prop 39 Oversight:  Nick has indicated interest in adding charter representation to 
the space utilization committee to have a more direct lever to improve the process. 
We must push for this more explicitly, and also continue calling for improvements 
to Prop. 39 publicly at board meetings and through media, as staff have made it 
increasingly clear that they do not believe they have the authority to make the 
changes needed to improve Prop. 39, and only 19/54 FUAs are finalized now, a 
month away from school.
Paradigm Shift in Facilities Allocation:  Our strategy toward establishing a 
complete paradigm shift in the way in which District utilizes and allocates public 
school facilities will be a long-term strategy and is determinative upon building a 
persistent groundswell of support and achieving major facilities wins, such as 
public and transparent facilities inventories and successful long-term facilities use 
agreements. A shift will also depend on the development of a performance 
framework and results therefrom.

What 
Happened Last 
Week

Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements:  Cassy met with Pedro Salcido and shared 
high-level our work on long-term facilities use agreements and the likelihood of 
that continuing to be an LAAC priority. Pedro will be supporting facilities work 
under Austin.
Public Facilities Inventory & Database:  N/A
Prop 39 Oversight:  Cassy was in touch with Monica’s office about this year’s 
facilities use agreement issues, and Monica is helping to push in. Cassy talked to 
Pedro about Alt Agreement issues, which he faulted shifts in District leadership for. 
We also identified that there have been major issues, including at HTLA where the 
Supe’s office overode staff’s recommendation and took classes away. Cassy asked 
Pedro to dive in on this issue during a call this week.
Paradigm Shift in Facilities Allocation: N/A

What’s 
Happening Next 
Week

Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements:  We are working to set up time for Pedro, 
Hilda and Rebecca to attend an LAAC meeting.
Public Facilities Inventory & Database:  N/A
Prop 39 Oversight: We will continue to push grasstops on our remaining facilities 
issues.
Paradigm Shift in Facilities Allocation:

What’s 
Happening with 
Working Group

No updates.
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Preliminary 
Thoughts for 
Next LAAC 
Meeting

Discuss and vote on strategic priorities (“north stars”) for 18-19. If there are still 
acute/egregious facilities agreement issues, than we may consider raising the idea 
of collective action. 

Facilities – Bond 
North Star: State and local charter school bond dollars are allocated in a manner that is transparent 
and consistent with the long-term facilities needs of charter schools.

Current 
Strategy

Developing.  Following confirmation that the District will not pursue a facilities 
bond in 2018, we are developing strategies and recommended next steps toward 
ensuring greater accountability and responsible spending of current bond dollars 
and, as the possibility of both a facilities bond and parcel tax in 2020 remains, 
continue to discuss and socialize with District leadership and the BOE equitable 
charter inclusion in any future bond or parcel tax. Although developing, our 
current strategy remains rooted in our initial bond strategy; namely that:

1. The reason we wanted a bond to move was so that we could quickly move 
on other facilities policy like long-term agreements. Without a bond as 
leverage, we need to make sure the District doesn’t back off on this 
priority.

2. Charters must be included in the 2020 bond and parcel tax, and we will 
need to be ready to have those conversations with the board and Austin.

3. The District needs to address its unfunded liabilities and a parcel tax is a 
reasonable way to do this, but it needs to be done thoughtfully and 
strategically.

For now, we can pause on the 2018 bond and use the upcoming summer to 
develop early planning for a potential 2020 bond and/or parcel tax with the 
commitments from Vladovic, McKenna, and Nick Melvoin that we will be included 
in all such efforts.

What 
Happened Last 
Week

No updates.

What’s 
Happening Next 
Week

No updates.

What’s 
Happening with 
Working Group

No updates.

Preliminary 
Thoughts for 
Next LAAC 
Meeting

Discuss and vote on strategic priorities (“north stars”) for 18-19.

Relationships
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North Star: The Los Angeles charter community establishes and maintains a leading voice informing 
LAUSD policy decisions with the new school board in place so that students and parents are at the 
forefront of District decision making.

Current 
Strategy

Superintendent:   We continue outreach to Superintendent Beutner and members 
of his staff to build relationships around our priority issues.
Other Relationships:   In 2017-18, we facilitated small-group meetings with LAAC 
members and LAUSD Board Members, in addition to hosting LAUSD Board 
Members at LAAC meetings and events. These meetings have ended and nothing 
further has been scheduled while we work on plans for 2018-19.

What 
Happened Last 
Week

Superintendent:  This week, we attended the Superintendent Welcome Reception 
sponsored by Alliance for a Better Community, where Austin spoke on the 
potential of a strike, academic accountability, facilities, common enrollment and 
more. 
On the strike, Austin reiterated that the district still wants to find an agreement, 
but stressed that signing the union’s agreement would instantly make the district 
insolvent. He also differentiated between UTLA leadership and the rank and file, 
pushing back on the notion that UTLA leadership – not the board, or publicly 
appointed/elected decision makers – should be able to decide upon the conditions 
of district schools.
In questions about academic accountability, he noted that the district would 
publish a common set of information depicting school performance on all public 
schools this fall. He publicly reiterated that the first step towards fully unified 
enrollment would be this information system and noted the board policy that 
excludes charters from the district’s enrollment platform.
The only one of the eight questions put to Austin that explicitly referenced charters 
was on the difficulty raised by co-locations. Austin noted that only 3000 more 
students were enrolled in charters last year than in the previous year – and that 
charters didn’t cause the $500M budget problem. He reiterated that the district 
would be inventorying all schools in 2018-19.
Other Relationships:  Cassy met with Pedro Salcedo to talk about building a 
relationship with the charter community moving forward and extended an 
invitation to attend the August or September LAAC meetings.

What’s 
Happening Next 
Week

Superintendent:   Austin may weigh in on the Board District 5 opening – see below 
for updates.
Other Relationships:  We are beginning to socialize the LAAC’s draft strategic 
priorities with key external partners. 

Preliminary 
Thoughts for 
Next LAAC 
Meeting

As discussed, “Relationships” will not be presented as an option for 18-19 strategic 
priorities. Instead, relationships will be baked in as a critical strategy across all 
priorities. 

Pre-Reading: Additional Updates 

Superintendent of Public Instruction Advisory Group
No pre-reading for this item.
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BD 5 Representation

This week, we have continued to support Monica and Nick’s strategy to appoint a voting board member 
while declaring a special election. We learned that the board will likely vote to declare a date for the 
special election and give the public a chance to weigh in on the seat at the 8/21 board meeting and will 
likely vote on a specific appointee at the September 11 meeting. 
 
In our conversations with external partners, we learned that obtaining a fourth vote will likely require 
Austin Beutner to reach out to Dr. Vladovic in combination with other influencers, potentially including 
City Councilman Joe Busciano and Antonio Villaraigosa. Austin has expressed support with efforts to 
sway Dr. V, but he is pessimistic about his opportunity to move Dr. V on his own. While board members 
have not come out against a voting representative, the current board makeup means that Dr. V will 
remain the swing vote – which he may be hesitant to give up. We are preparing talking points for our 
parents and aligned stakeholder groups in support of the voting representative/special election scenario. 
 
CONFIDENTIAL: We additionally learned that external partners in the education reform community, 
including United Way, are supportive of the voting board member/special election scenario. The leading 
contender for appointment to the seat appears to be Jenny Carreon de Lacey, who worked as the 
government relations director for Soledad Enrichment Academy after serving in the Villaraigosa 
administration.
 
Several candidates have expressed interest in the seat. We are working to determine whether Heather 
Repenning, a Garcetti deputy, or Graciela Ortiz, the former Huntington Park Mayor when the city council 
passed a year long charter moratorium, is the leading contender for the UTLA endorsement. Other 
potential candidates have expressed that UTLA wants to line up behind a single candidate and has 
discouraged potentially aligned candidates from getting involved in the race. 


